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PRESIDENT’S INTRODUCTION

EIC Corporate Responsibility Report has been published at the beginning of the year and 

presented at a Workshop of the Ministry of Construction in Ethiopia

EIC participated on 17 January (jointly with CICA) via videoconference in the Meeting of 

MDB Heads of Procurement (“HoPs Meeting”) to discuss MDB Procurement Policy

Working Group “Contract Conditions” has started updating the “EIC Contractor’s Guides”

and has submitted “friendly review” of the new FIDIC “Emerald Book” for Underground Works

Working Group “Africa” met with the European Commission on 13 April 2018 in Brussels to 

discuss the new EU External Investment Plan 

EIC has liaised with author of a comprehensive study on EU-China Relationship to be 

followed-up by our own lobbying activities

Working Group “EIC Events” has formulated initial “reform proposals” for the organisation of 

future EIC Conferences & Workshops (e.g. EIC Conference App for better networking)

Launch of new and more user-friendly EIC Website imminent

Proposal for an EIC Ethics Statement (jointly with FIEC) 
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ELECTION & NOMINATION OF BOARD MEMBERS

Nils Bjelm
NCC (SE)

Vice President Wouter Remmelts
BAM International (NL)

Treasurer Juha Kostiainen
YIT (FI)

President Philippe Dessoy
Besix (BE)

Jörg Wellmeyer
Strabag International 
(DE)

Luis Ballester
OHL (ES)

Zoi Lysaridou
J&P Group (GR)

Lars Carlsen
Per Aarslef (DK)

Selim Bora
Summa (TR)

Benoît Chauvin
Colas (FR)

José Pedro Freitas
Mota-Engil (PT)

German Grüniger 
Implenia (CH)

Gianni Porta
Itinera (IT)

Karl-Heinz Strauss 
Porr (AT)
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EIC CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

EIC comments on 10 CR items which are now 

grouped around 4 main chapters: 

People

Labour Conditions, Health & Safety and Human 

Rights and Diversity 

Planet

Greening Operations and Conserving 

Resources and Adapting to Climate Change

Prosperity

Creating added value in communities, Engaging 

our Stakeholders and Continuous Learning and 

Transfer of Know-how 

Good Governance / Responsible Business 

Conduct

Supply Chain Responsibility & Business Ethics

Outlook
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Workshop on 24 March on “Construction Industry 

Transformation Programme” in Ethiopia

Minister for Construction, H.E. Eng.

Aisha Mohammed Mussa, was Guest of Honor

EIC was given 45-minutes slot to present our 

EIC Corporate Responsibility Report and to 

advocate “Value-for-Money-Procurement” 

EIC article published in conference magazine printed in 

1,500 hard copies and distributed on the event 

Meeting with the Ethiopian Road Agency on 26 March 

EIC has placed a marker to African audience about 

how to re-engage with European contractors

EIC CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

EIC MISSION TO ETHIOPIA
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World Bank has taken a big step forward and introduced Value for Money Procurement:

– Annex on Sustainable Procurement

– Most Economically Advantageous Tender

– Rejection of Abnormally Low Tenders

– ESHS enhancement of Standard Bidding Documents

Value for Money Procurement is an option offered by the international financiers; it has to be 

implemented, of course, by each individual Borrower and Contracting Authority

EIC Working Group(s) CR / Africa to prepare precise guidance for Contr. Authorities

– World Bank: If sustainable procurement requirements are specified, relevant evaluation and 

qualification criteria shall be specified … to enable the evaluation of sustainable 

procurement aspects in Bids. 

– The Borrower may adopt international sustainability standards…, provided they are 

consistent with Bank’s Core Procurement Principles. 

– Internationally recognized certification or accreditation schemes may be used to 

demonstrate a firm’s ability to apply environmental management measures.

EIC CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT
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EIC CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT
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COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES: 

WEBSITE RELAUNCH

Tile Design

More responsive for 

Smartphones and 

Tablets

Better integration of  

Conference Website

Better structuring 

of EIC lobbying 

activities

Better Visibility of 

Member Federations, 

Associated Members

http://eic.webraumfahrer.eu/
http://eic.webraumfahrer.eu/
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In a first step, the Secretariat has reviewed Ethics Codes from other European associations 

and has sought legal advice

Conclusion:

– EIC’s Ethics Statement should deal with two aspects: 

Competition Law and Anti-Bribery and Corruption

– EIC Ethics Statement must not only relate to EIC’s own federation activities 

but should also connect to the behaviour of its contractor membership 

FIEC/EIC ad-hoc Working Group met on 07 March 2018 in Brussels and prepared an update 

Draft Statement

Initial input from EIC Permanent Officials’ Meeting held on 16 March 2018

After having obtained clearance from FIEC and EIC Boards, Draft Statement shall be discussed 

with Member Federations

Wording needs to suit EIC, national Member Federations and their member companies 

PROPOSAL FOR (FIEC)/EIC ETHICS STATEMENT

WORK DONE SO FAR
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WORKING GROUP CONTRACT CONDITIONS

NEW FIDIC SUITE OF CONTRACTS 2017

The official launch event of the 2017 FIDIC Suite of Contracts has taken place at the 

FIDIC International Users’ Conference on 5-6 December 2017 in London

1st Edition risk profile is generally maintained

Expanded role and powers for the Engineer

50% longer than 1st Edition, generally less flexible, more complex and less user friendly.

Exceptionally prescriptive drafting, such as new definitions and “step-by-step” 

procedures, resulting in a greater administrative burden on the Contractor and, in 

principle, additional costs for the Employer.

New time limits which if not met, trigger deeming provisions

Symmetry between the Contractor’s and the Employer’s rights and obligations

Enhanced (and separate) claims and disputes provisions, including the introduction of the 

new standing “Dispute Avoidance / Adjudication Board”
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WORKING GROUP CONTRACT CONDITIONS

NEW FIDIC SUITE OF CONTRACTS 2017

Working Group “Contract Conditions” is currently analyzing the new FIDIC suite in detail and 

has prepared a first consolidated draft of an EIC Contractor’s Guide to the FIDIC 2017 

“Yellow Book”

Objective is to provide EIC member companies with a comment for Project Managers

(Thanks to EIC) there is no radical change to the balanced risk allocation

(Thanks to EIC) the fitness-for-purpose obligation now relates to the Employer’s 

Requirements or “ordinary purpose”

(Thanks to EIC) there is no uncapped indemnity for fitness-for-purpose

(Thanks to EIC) the claims procedure now also applies to the Employer

EIC was unable to convince FIDIC that the well-intended enhanced contract management 

procedures might complicate and delay the project execution
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WORKING GROUP CONTRACT CONDITIONS

EXAMPLE OF AMENDED WORDING

Programme (new elements)

– The initial programme and each revised programme shall include:

……

g. all activities (to the level of detail specified in the Employer’s Requirements), logically linked 

and showing the earliest and latest start and finish dates for each activity, the float (if any), 

and the critical path(s);

j. for a revised programme and for each activity: the actual progress to date, any delay to such 

progress and the effects of such delay on other activities (if any); and

k. a supporting report which includes:
(i) a description of all the major stages of the execution of the Works; 

(ii) a general description of the methods which the Contractor intends to adopt in the execution of the 

Works;

(iii) details showing the Contractor’s reasonable estimate of the number of each class of Contractor’s 

Personnel, and of each type of Contractor’s Equipment, required on the Site, for each major stage 

of the execution of the Works;

(iv) If  a revised programme, identification of any significant change(s) to the previous programme

submitted by the Contractor; and 

(v) the Contractor’s proposals to overcome the effects of any delay(s) on progress of the Works.
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WORKING GROUP CONTRACT CONDITIONS

NEW FIDIC “EMERALD BOOK” – THE PRINCIPLE

Time of completion shall be adjusted according to actually encountered ground conditions

Actual progress of the underground excavation is compared to the time projections resulting 

from production rates provided by the contractor in the Baseline Schedule based on the 

Geotechnical Baseline Report provided by the employer 

FIDIC “Emerald Book” provides for a detailed procedure to measure the accomplished 

underground excavation and lining; the measurement shall be provided by the contractor and 

thereafter confirmed or rejected by the engineer

As regards price, FIDIC decided in favour of lump sum price contract (FIDIC “Yellow Book”) 

but introduces flexible remuneration according to ground conditions (foreseen and unforeseen) 

Contract price can be adapted according to the measurement of the completed underground 

excavation and lining works 

FIDIC “Emerald Book” provides for a relief for the contractor in case the actual physical 

conditions encountered are worse than predicted

Contractor shall benefit from a bonus payment if the construction is successfully completed by the 

contractor prior to the date fixed for completion in the contract
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WORKING GROUP CONTRACT CONDITIONS

NEW FIDIC “EMERALD BOOK” – THE EIC VIEW

The “Emerald Book” shall be based on the FIDIC 2017 “Yellow Book” (in the EIC view, 

the “Red Book” would have been the more appropriate choice…)

EIC insists that, even under the “Yellow Book” approach, the Employer must take over 

responsibility for the most important risk, i.e. the rock and its behaviour

EIC is concerned about the variable construction period. It is not acceptable that a 

construction period might be reduced simply by an algorithm at a time when the Contractor 

has done all its construction programming (and it might be too late to react)

A reliable “Geotechnical Baseline Report”, focused not on only on rock description but on a 

precise concept for the works themselves, and a subsequent Geotechnical Baseline 

Statement, as a clear base for calculation, are crucial for the quality of a tunneling contract. 

EIC holds that the “Emerald Book” gives a sufficient guideline for the preparation of such a 

document, but there is space to come out with poor documents and design in case an 

Employer is unexperienced or not willing to invest in proper investigation and preparation.
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WORKING GROUP “AFRICA”

EU EXTERNAL INVESTMENT PLAN (EIP)
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On 23rd November 2017, the EU Commission defined five “Investment Windows”:

– "Sustainable Energy and Connectivity": To support the increased access to affordable, reliable and 

sustainable energy, increased renewable energy generation capacity, increased energy security and 

the improvement of sustainable and climate-friendly transport and logistics chains. 

– "Sustainable cities": To mobilise investments within the municipal infrastructure sectors of 

sustainable urban planning, sustainable and smart mobility, water, sanitation, waste management, 

renewable energy services and energy efficiency, resilient infrastructure and buildings, including social 

housing

– "MSMEs Financing“  ++  "Sustainable agriculture, rural entrepreneurs and agroindustry“  ++  "Digitalisation”

With a guarantee volume of between €200 - 300 million per window, each investment window is 

expected to generate approx. €3 billion investments

EFSD guarantees can only be extended to “pillar-assessed, eligible entities approved by the 

EU Commission for the management EU resources”:

Multilateral: AfDB, EBRD, EIB  Bilateral: AECID/COFIDES, AFD/PROPARCO, CDP, FMO, KfW/DEG 

For more information, please also check: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/external-investment-plan_en

WORKING GROUP “AFRICA”

EU EXTERNAL INVESTMENT PLAN (EIP)

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/external-investment-plan_en
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Conclusion of the Meeting of the EIC Working Group “Africa” with DG DEVCO on 13/04/2018

– DG DEVCO has lost interest, capacity and financial power to finance and supervise 

projects by itself (EU grants for infrastructure in Africa are a thing of the past)

– When DG DEVCO provides interest rate subsidies to untied loans from European 

Development Finance Institutions, the eligibility and procurement rules of the leader apply

– Private enterprises are not eligible for the new DG DEVCO’s EFSD guarantees 

EIC needs to better explain scope and impact of the distortion of competition in Africa

Exit of European contractors is not beneficial for Africa because the price level will rise 

without competition

African governments, Multilateral Development Banks and donors have an interest to maintain a 

European presence in Africa

– (Tied) Competition only between OECD companies or on a reciprocal basis

– Value-for-Money Procurement if EU taxpayers’ money is involved

– EIP Pilot Project in construction plus an EIP “private company window”

WORKING GROUP “AFRICA”

CONCLUSION & NEW NARRATIVE
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Study Findings and Recommendations by Brussels “Think Tank”:

Establish a long-term EU industrial policy unanimously backed and supported by the Member States

Create strong European financial institutions that can provide long-term credits 

Achieve a level-playing field with China on officially supported export credits and oblige China to 

sign up to the OECD Arrangement on officially supported export credits, the OECD Recommendation 

on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits, the OECD Recommendation on Common 

Approaches for Officially Supported Export Credits… rather than allowing China to buy time by keeping the 

EU engaged in long technical discussions, e.g. in the International Working Group on Export Credits

World-wide government procurement: Due to the China’s Schedule of Specific GATS Commitments 

on Construction, the largest national construction market is closed to international competition. 

More market opening for foreign contractors and industry suppliers could only be achieved if China becomes 

a GPA Member on the basis of reciprocity with the current EU schedule. However, China is delaying such 

accession for 10 years and has not yet submitted a realistic offer. As long as it is not part of the GPA, we should 

insist on strict reciprocity.

Use European public procurement rules to ensure a level playing field on the Internal Market 

These new directives make it mandatory for contracting authorities to award a contract to the economically 

most advantageous tender, i.e. to those that provide the most cost-efficient solution, using price-quality ratios, 

including life-cycle costing, and may also include social, environmental, and quality aspects… Member States must 

be encouraged to use them to ensure the level playing field...

PROPOSED NEW WG “CHINA”
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18 JANUARY: Chinese consortium led by China Road and Bridge Corporation 

(CRBC) won the tender for the construction of the first phase of “Peljesac bridge” 

and its access roads with a bid price of 2.08 billion kuna (around 340 million 

U.S. dollars), whereas Strabag’s offer was 2.62 billion kuna and a joint offer of 

2.55 billion kuna by the Italian company Astaldi and Turkey's IC Ictas.

The project is mainly financed by EU funds

26 JANUARY: Strabag complaint that the Chinese consortium offered dumped 

prices in the execution of parts of the works and assumed that it was benefitting 

from unjustified state aid 

26 MARCH: Complaint rejected by State Commission for the Control of Public 

Procurement

Other than in the COVEC case in 2009, there is not yet any immediate reaction 

from FIEC and EIC

18 APRIL: Petition to EU Commission

JOINT FIEC/EIC WG ”CHINA”
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CONTACTS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

TG “INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS”

EIC participated on 08 March in Thematic Group on "International Competitiveness" operated 

by DG GROW in the context of the EU Commission’s “Strategy for the sustainable 

competitiveness of the construction sector and its enterprises”

EIC presented Memo on “Correcting the Unlevel Playing Field”:

1. EU and its Member States should create strong European financial institution (“EU Exim Bank”) 

that can provide long-term credits to the European private sector for international projects 

2. EU should achieve a level-playing field with China as regards all OECD Export Credits and 

Development Assistance regulations 

3. EU should develop trade-related defence instruments tackling trade distortions in services 

due to the fact that the WTO Agreements on Anti-Dumping and on Subsidies only apply to goods

4. EU needs to correct its competition law which does not provide any protection against distortion 

of competition by state-owned companies from third countries, as ban on distortive public 

subsidies set out in Article 107 EU Treaty only applies to EU companies

5. EU should strictly apply the principle of reciprocity until China has either become a GPA member 

or otherwise opened its national construction market to foreign contractors to the same degree as 

the EU construction market has been opened to GPA members
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OECD TREATMENT OF LOCAL COST 

EIC has started initiative to modify OECD Consensus as follows:

a. To change the percentage of admissible official support provided for local costs from 

“30% of the export contract value” to   “50% of the total contract value” (all sectors)

b. To establish a specific Sector Understanding on “Construction Services” for a 

coverage of up to 75% of total cost

EIC Position was transformed into a BIAC Position for discussion at the OECD Consultation 

on Export Credits on 14 November 2017 in Paris

Diverging views on how much flexibility:

– 50% of the “export contract value” (minimum EU consensus)

– 100% of the “export contract value” or 50% of the total contract value (potential compromise)

– Sector Understanding for Construction with up to 75% of the total contract value (EIC Position)

Further Roadmap:

– EU Position should have been adopted in spring – unfortunately, France is not yet on board… ?

– Can the EU go formulating in coming to an EU Positon nevertheless?
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CONTACTS WITH THE WORLD BANK 
ESHS ENHANCEMENTS IN PROCUREMENT

EIC participated on 17 January (jointly with CICA) via videoconference in the Meeting of MDB

Heads of Procurement (“HoPs Meeting”) to discuss the future MDB Procurement Policy

EIC welcomed that the World Bank has enhanced its Environmental, Social, Health & Safety 

(ESHS) policies in the context of its Standard Bidding Documents:

– Strengthened specifications/employer's requirements

– Workers' ESHS Code of Conduct

– Contractor's ESHS Management Strategy and Implementation Plans

– ESHS Performance Security & Provisional Sum

– Key ESHS Personnel

– ESHS considerations during contract variation 

– Ability to withhold interim payment(s)

Discussion on update of the MDB 2010 “Pink Book” in the light of FIDIC 2017

EBRD will host an Industry Conference after the summer break with contractors, 

engineers, clients and IFI representatives and considers “your organisation and its 

members as one of the key participants in this event…”
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FIEC/EIC: “No overlap of continental / regional and (associated) national membership” 

“Cascade Principle” should be retained

Article 4/2. Full Members are those Federations or Associations representing, on a 

continent or in a world region, construction industry contractors (FIIC and FIEC/EIC)

Article 4/3. Associate Members may be national Federations or Associations 

representing contractors in an area where no such continental/ regional federation exists 

in which they could be a member or where such existing continental/ regional 

federation is not a member of CICA (OCAJI and CAK) 

Associate Membership comes automatically to an end if and when a continental/ regional 

federation mentioned in paragraph 2) has been accepted as a Full Member. In this case, the 

Associate Members concerned could become Supporting Members…

Article 4.4. Supporting Member may be any federation/association, company or person

who wishes to contribute to the work of CICA both intellectually and financially.

RELATIONSHIP WITH CICA

NEW STATUTES
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RELATIONSHIP WITH CICA

NEW STATUTES
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CICA mission to Washington D.C., April 19th – 22nd, 2018  
 

GENERAL PROGRAM  
 

Wednesday April 18th, 2018 
  ARRIVAL IN WASHINGTON D.C. / RECOMMENDED 

HOTELS 
 
The Hamilton 
14th and K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005.  
Phone: (202) 682-0111 
 
Holiday Inn Capitol 
550 C St SW, Washington, DC 20547 
Phone: 1 202 4794000 
 

 GET TOGETHER WELCOME COCKTAIL 
Venue: tbd 
 

 

 

 
 

Thursday April 19th, 2018 

  CICA MEETINGS 
- World Bank Group incl. PPIAF (tbd) 
- Inter-American Development Bank (tbd) 

 
 

World Bank & 
IMF 

Headquarters 

Friday April 20th - Sunday April 22nd, 2018 

 
 
 
 

 2018 SPRING MEETINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUND (IMF) AND WORLD BANK GROUP (WB) 
 

The program of the conferences is not available yet. We will keep you 
informed in due course. 
 
Registration for the IMF & WB Spring meetings will open by mid-
February 
 

World Bank & 
IMF 

Headquarters 

 

CICA General Assembly Meeting & Side events,  
Mexico City, April 23rd – 24th, 2018  

 
GENERAL PROGRAM  

 
Sunday April 22nd, 2018 

 
 

➢ ARRIVAL IN MEXICO CITY / RECOMENDED HOTELS 
 

InterContinental Hotel Presidente Mexico City 
Campos Eliseos: 218, col. Chapultepec Polanco, del. Miguel Hidalgo, 
Mexico City,1156  
Phone: +(52 55) 53277700 
 
Hyatt Regency Mexico City 
Campos Eliseos No. 204 Polanco Chapultepec 
Mexico City,  Mexico, 11560 
Phone: +(52 55) 5083 1234 

 
 

Mexico City 
Polanco 

Neighborhood 

Monday April 23rd, 2018  
12:00pm – 1:00pm 

 
 

➢ WELCOME COCKTAIL LUNCH  Camara 
Mexicana de la 
Industria de la 
Construccion 

(CMIC)  

1:00pm – 5:00pm 
 

➢ CICA GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
- Opening of the General Assembly by CICA President 
- Approval of the Minutes of CICA Board – Council Meeting in 
Paris, of November 6, 2017 
- Financial Report by CICA Treasurer 
- CICA Management Activity Report 
- CICA Working Groups Chairmen Reports 
- Approval of the working groups Position Papers 
- Communication 
- Next meetings 
- Any other business 

 
 

Camara 
Mexicana de la 
Industria de la 
Construccion 

(CMIC) 

8:00pm – 10:00pm 
 

➢ CICA DINNER: La Hacienda de los Morales 

 

 
La Hacienda de 

los Morales 
Restaurant 

Tuesday April 24th, 2018 
09:00am – 12:00pm ➢  CICA SEMINAR “Bridging Global Infrastructure Gaps” 

- Seminar Opening (President Jorge Mas) 
- Mexico and Infrastructure (Mexican Authority to be determined) 
- SOURCE presentation (Christophe Dossarps, CEO of the 
Sustainable Infrastructure Foundation (SIF)) 
- How to overcome the construction risk aversion (Financial Institution 
tbd) 
- Evolution and future of Public Private Partnerships (tbd) 
- Presentation of a Successful Case (Tentatively Canadian 
Construction Association) 

 
Camara 

Mexicana de la 
Industria de la 
Construccion 

(CMIC) 

 

RELATIONSHIP WITH CICA

CICA SPRING COUNCIL & MISSION TO WASHINGTON
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REPORT FROM FIEC

Kjetil Tonning

FIEC President

07-FIEC-report.pptx
07-FIEC-report.pptx
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NEXT EIC CONFERENCE IN BODRUM

EIC autumn General Assembly

04-06 October 2018

in Izmir

Workshop theme

Alternative Financing Options 

for Infrastructure Development 

in the Developing World

The Marmara Bodrum.mp4
The Marmara Bodrum.mp4
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ASSOCIATED MEMBER COMPANIES

DRBF Region 2 Survey of DAB use

– Intention was to provide statistics to MDB & IFI to gain support for Dispute Board 

usage.

– Some MDB now seek a harmonized approach to Dispute Board use.

– DRBF is to make a presentation at next meeting of Heads of Procurement in Beijing 

in September:

• The use of a standing DB should be mandatory on any project over USD 50 million and 

recommended for projects between USD 20 million and USD 50 million.

• The establishment of a DB should be a condition precedent to the draw-down of 

disbursements after the Commencement Date. 

• The cost of the DB should be an “eligible cost” under the loan agreement.

• The MDB should invest in the training of DB members, in order to have a pool of qualified DB 

members available within the region of operation of the MDB.

• The MDB should seek to educate borrowers in the DB process, notably in dispute avoidance 

techniques and benefits.

• The MDB should encourage borrowers to comply with DB decisions.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


